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I. Introduction

Unequal patterns of residential development and persistent segregation by race and income reflect a continuing inequality in housing opportunity in America. As recently restated by the National Commission on Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, residential segregation in America arises from a number of factors, including law, government policy, discrimination, market factors, and personal preferences for different types of neighborhoods. This research overview is intended to explore some of what we know about residential preferences, particularly racial preferences, and how these preferences interact with other factors to influence racial segregation. It also assesses how these preferences relate to actual demand for integrated housing options, and reflects on the HOPE VI program’s attempt to provide integrated housing choices and improve living conditions for distressed public housing residents.

II. Racial Preferences for Integrated Neighborhoods

Traditional racial preference theory states that residential segregation results from interracial disparities in racial tolerance levels and demand for integrated housing. As we will see later in this review, it is likely that racial preferences may also serve as a proxy for other residential choices that are unrelated to race – but we will begin with a summary of the basic literature on racial preferences.

There are substantial differences in both the meaning and preferred levels of racial integration across racial categories. These differences in interracial preferences can lead to unstable integration outcomes, as, for example, when whites as a group “prefer” a lower percentage of minority group members in their neighborhoods than other racial/ethnic groups do.
In the 1978 study “Chocolate City, Vanilla Suburbs: Will the Trend toward Racially Separate Communities Continue?”, Reynolds Farley and his colleagues found that in the Detroit area, minimal levels of integration with blacks provoked extensive white resistance, while the majority of blacks surveyed preferred half-black, half-white neighborhoods, “stressing the importance of racial harmony.”

However, preferences do not remain static over time, and more recent studies have been created not only to measure changing attitudes, but to include multiple racial groups and geographical areas of study. The 1992-1994 Multi-City Study of Urban Inequality (MCSUI) examined the changes in the neighborhood integration preferences of whites and blacks since the 1970s as well as providing benchmark information on Hispanic and Asian neighborhood racial composition preferences from all regions of the US, specifically Atlanta, Boston, Detroit, and Los Angeles.

According to the 1992-94 MCSUI study, whites’ tolerance for integrated neighborhoods increased significantly since the 1970s. Between 60 to 85% of whites expressed comfort in living in a neighborhood that was 1/3 non-white; and their tolerance was partly conditioned on their potential neighbors’ race. Whites were most comfortable with Asian neighbors, then Hispanic, and least comfortable with black neighbors. Whites’ comfort level dropped as the number of minority residents increased, and dramatically decreased when presented with majority-minority neighborhoods, especially when their out-group neighbors were black. Whites’ willingness to enter integrated neighborhoods, however, was never as high as their comfort with neighborhood racial change. Sixty percent of whites in the study, for example, were comfortable with a neighborhood that was 1/3 black, but only 45 percent were willing to move to a 1/3 black neighborhood.

The MCSUI study also reveals that blacks prefer substantial racial integration as well as a significant co-ethnic presence in their neighborhoods. As with the 1978 study, blacks preferred 50-50 neighborhoods. When blacks were asked to compare an integrated neighborhood to an all-black one, blacks saw the all-black option the least attractive. The race of potential neighbors also mattered in this scenario, with blacks choosing to integrate with white neighbors, followed by Hispanics, and then Asians. However, less than 5 percent of blacks preferred a single-black-
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on-the-block scenario, regardless of their neighbors’ race. Similarly, about 60% of blacks were unwilling to move into neighborhoods without other blacks, and though their tolerance differential for other races was not as definite as that of whites, blacks in the study were most comfortable in neighborhoods where their potential neighbors were white.

As with blacks, Hispanics in the MCSUI study preferred racial integration as well as a co-ethnic presence in their neighborhoods.10 The race of their potential neighbors was also especially influential in gauging neighborhood attractiveness. Hispanics prefer a 50:50 ratio when their potential neighbors are white and a little less integrated neighborhood when their potential neighbors are Asian, but when the potential neighbors are black, integration was five times less likely to be found attractive. Sixty percent of Hispanics preferred a same-race neighborhood over integrating with blacks, while for Asians and whites, the percentage decreased to 40% and 20%, respectively. Similar to blacks, Hispanics also demonstrated a disinclination to be the only Hispanic family in the neighborhood or to move into a neighborhood with a declining number of co-ethnics. Hispanics, however, were more likely to rank a same-race neighborhood more attractive than blacks.

Asians shared the same desire for integration and a co-ethnic presence as blacks and Hispanics.11 As with all other races, integration preferences were influenced by a ranking of out-groups by race, with Asians preferring integration with whites over an entirely co-ethnic neighborhood (as did blacks and Hispanics). Asians preferred a nearly 2/3 Asian neighborhood when their neighbors were nonwhite, while it was a 50:50 ratio when their neighbors were white. As with whites and Hispanics, Asians preferred living in an entirely same-race neighborhood than integrating with blacks. Seventy-five percent of Asians choose a same-race neighborhood over one integrated with blacks, compared with 55% in the Asian-Hispanic scenario and only 17% in the Asian-White scenario.

While all four groups were open to integration, their openness to potential neighbors was conditioned by a racial hierarchy of preferences. The consensus across the groups is that whites are the most “preferred” neighbors and blacks the least, with Asians and Latinos—usually in that order—located in the middle.12 Survey research also shows that white preferences play the largest role in shaping neighborhood racial patterns, since whites care more about neighborhood racial composition than blacks.13 Additionally, neighborhoods are more likely to be integrated when members of minority groups move into majority white neighborhoods rather than when whites move into majority-minority neighborhoods.14 These racial hierarchies and preferences reflect current residential segregation by race.15
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III. Forces Driving Neighborhood Racial Composition Preferences and Preferences’ Relation to Behavior

Given the impact preferences have on residential patterns, it is important to understand what drives these preferences, how malleable they are, and how they influence one’s behavior. Many hypotheses have been put forth to explain these preferences and patterns of residential racial segregation. These hypotheses can be grouped into the following categories: class as a proxy for race; the spatial assimilation model; self-segregation and ethnocentricity; perpetuation theory; active out-group avoidance or domination (under a place stratification model); tipping points; gentrification; and racial blind spots.

**Class as a proxy for race:** Class attitudes can shape racial residential preferences when individuals perceive differences in socioeconomic status—indicated by income, occupation, and resulting lifestyle differences—and correlate these differences with other racial groups.\(^{16}\) The undesirable traits associated in this way with a minority group and the neighborhoods where they are concentrated attaches an undesirable stigma to members of that minority group and decreases out-groups’ preferences to live with the stigmatized minority groups. Ingrid Ellen contends that racial class differences, especially, play a part in shaping white preferences. She finds that whites are more comfortable living with wealthier Asians than poorer ones, but these types of class differences seem to have little effect on whites’ comfort levels with blacks or Hispanics.\(^{17}\) The classism hypothesis, however, is undercut by the MCSUI study, as well as studies by Keith Ihlanfeldt and Benjamin Scafidi, and Camille Charles, which find little or no evidence that negative stereotypes of minority groups shape neighborhood racial composition preferences.\(^{18}\)

The **spatial assimilation model** argues that white neighborhoods have more capital (economic, human, and cultural), and thus neighborhoods and schools become more desirable as they become more white.\(^{19}\) Associating white neighborhoods with higher capital explains racial minority group members’ greater inclination to integrate than that of whites. Other wealth-related neighborhood factors that are associated with predominantly white suburbs include better access to employment, health outcomes, social networks, higher quality municipal services, and decreased exposure to crime and environmental hazards.

**Ethnocentrism and self-segregation theories** hold that racial groups choose to live with those of their same race because of positive feelings they have about their own group. It is posited that this in-group attachment, in combination with racial and socioeconomic differences—rather than out-group hostility—drives today’s patterns of residential segregation. The theory suggests that many Hispanics and Asians especially prefer living in same race neighborhoods because of their immigrant status, the language barriers they face, and greater reliance on ethnic cultural institutions.\(^{20}\) Analysis of the MCSUI study indicates that ethnocentrism has little effect on shaping neighborhood racial composition preferences. Even same-race preferences, which were
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most common among whites, were better explained through whites having negative stereotypes of minority group members rather than through ethnocentric preferences. Blacks were least likely to prefer entirely own-race neighborhoods (3%), followed by Hispanics and Asians (both 7%) and whites (11%).^21

**Perpetuation theory** states that individuals tend to generally recreate and perpetuate the same racial compositions in their neighborhoods, schools, and other institutions over time. Therefore, people tend to move to neighborhoods mirroring the racial composition of the neighborhood they left. According to this model, whites move from neighborhoods with higher concentrations of whites than blacks do, and as a result, move to neighborhoods with higher proportions of white residents than blacks do. Additionally, whites that grow up in an all-white neighborhood or attend an all-white school develop a white habitus, “a mental lens that leads whites to avoid and exclude blacks from their social networks and institutions.”^23 Growing up in isolation from other racial minority group members allows whites to view their “isolation and exclusionary practices as natural and hence unproblematic, rather than as a highly discriminatory process that they actively perform.”^24 Increasing experiences with out-groups, according to perpetuation theory, will decrease white resistance to integration. Similarly, minority group members who have experienced integration in institutions (such as schools, workplaces, etc) are more able to navigate the exclusionary barriers created by whites.

The **place stratification model** explains racial segregation as a result of anti-out-group animus, or racial prejudice, driving whites to maintain spatial distance from members of other racial minority groups. Either the negative racial stereotypes one group holds toward another or the extent of differentiation with which one group views itself from another—“with differentiation understood to be an indicator of a preferred superior group position” can influence one’s racial residential preferences against integration. In this model, a fear of white hostility decreases minority groups’—particularly black—willingness to move into white neighborhoods. Non-white perceptions of racial discrimination can socialize minority group members to limit their housing searches to more segregated areas, isolating blacks both geographically and psychologically.

A study on the effect of racial stereotypes on neighborhood racial preferences found that racial stereotypes were very powerful in predicting white, but not members of minority groups, preferences. Whites that hold negative racial stereotypes have substantially lower preferences for integration; their preference for white neighbors increases. Negative racial stereotypes also cause members of minority groups’ same-race preferences to increase, but not at the same rate. Multiple analyses confirm these findings, emphasizing the importance of racial stereotyping, especially among whites, as most influential on neighborhood racial composition preferences.~28
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Residential tipping: Increased resistance against out-groups as potential neighbors can create “tipping points.” In the classic paper, Dynamic Models of Segregation, Thomas Schelling explains how social interaction in preferences can cause highly segregated neighborhoods: as out-groups integrate into communities, their increased population can reach a tipping point that causes whites to move out of the neighborhood.\(^{29}\) Members of minority groups seek higher levels of integration than whites, but as they leave their neighborhoods for more integrated ones, white prejudice can render this search futile (Card 2006).\(^{30}\) John Yinger reports that in the “most prejudiced” neighborhoods, tipping begins once the first black moves in, but in the least prejudiced neighborhoods, integration levels of 50% black or more can be sustainable.\(^{31}\) Stable integration therefore depends on both white and minority-group preferences working in tandem: “integration cannot be maintained at any given percentage white unless enough whites are willing to live there to maintain that percentage.”\(^{32}\) For example, Yinger explains that a neighborhood can only remain at 90% white if enough whites are willing to live there and constitute 90% of the neighborhood population. If not enough whites are willing to live there, the neighborhood has hit the tipping point, causing it to “tip” from virtually all-white to predominantly black.\(^{33}\)

Gentrification, on the other hand, creates a dynamic in which low-income minority neighborhoods experience reinvestment that brings white and middle-class households to the neighborhood with the potential to displace lower-income residents. Contrary to the rapid out-migration of neighborhood residents caused by tipping, gentrification may be “a more gradual process that, although displacing some, leaves its imprint mainly by changing who moves into a neighborhood.”\(^{34}\) According to Lance Freeman, the quality of life improvement that accompanies gentrification causes low-income residents of gentrifying neighborhoods to be more likely to stay in their homes than residents of non-gentrifying neighborhoods.\(^{35}\) Although gentrification often means that households of lower socioeconomic status can no longer move into the gentrified neighborhood, Freeman asserts that affordable housing decreases at a rate much more slowly than most realize. Policymakers need to build on this knowledge to ensure affordable housing is preserved in gentrifying neighborhoods so that existing residents and their children can share in the benefits of revitalization, without fear of displacement.

Racial Blind Spots: Maria Krysan and her colleagues at the University of Illinois at Chicago and the University of Michigan have developed a new concept of “racial blind spots” to further our understanding of residential racial preferences.\(^{36}\) These preferences are normally evaluated by asking people about hypothetical neighborhoods with made-up racial compositions, such as in the MCSUI study. The real world doesn’t mirror these imaginary situations, and, Krysan
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explains, many people have a racialized knowledge of their metropolitan area and the neighborhoods they might live in. Thus, “if residents of different racial/ethnic backgrounds know about different communities in the metropolitan area in which they live—and if that knowledge is shaped by the racial/ethnic composition of the community, then these patterns of knowledge—or the lack of knowledge—may constitute an important barrier to integrated living, since it is difficult to move into a neighborhood if you don’t know anything about it.” Krysan conducted surveys in Chicago and Detroit, and found that whites, blacks, and Hispanics know more about communities in which their coethnics reside than other communities. Blacks and Hispanics are more likely than whites to know about both integrated and segregated communities. Their blind spots are neighborhoods that are predominantly white and geographically far from the inner-city, which poses a impediment for minority group members who might otherwise want to integrate into such communities. Whites are least likely to know about substantially-minority communities, but their blind spots also include racially mixed communities, even those in which whites are majorities. Stable integration depends on housing demand from all racial groups, and as long as these neighborhoods remain blind spots, barriers to integration will continue.

IV. Demand for Assisted Housing in Low Poverty, Integrated Areas

While racial housing preference studies show that members of various minority groups prefer integrated neighborhoods to segregated ones, there is a dearth of studies addressing the actual demand for low poverty, racially integrated public and assisted housing among low income families of color. Some assume that the low-income families who remain in an urban neighborhood when higher-income families leave do so by personal choice, but our experience has shown that significant numbers of low-income families may also be interested in moving, when choices in less segregated areas are offered to them. Examining the number of low-income families that have participated in housing mobility programs—programs that allow poor families to relocate to less segregated neighborhoods of higher opportunity—can inform attempts to quantify this demand for integrated housing.

Chicago’s Gautreaux program, the first official housing mobility program, was instituted as the result of a housing desegregation case originally files in 1966. After the mobility program’s start in 1976, over 7000 low-income African American families living in public housing (and families on public housing wait lists) moved to neighborhoods that were less than 30% African American.37 Until its end in 1998, there was a high demand for the Gautreaux program: by the early 1990s, over ten thousand people called in on registration day, and the program supplied over 400 new vouchers to recipients every year.38

The mobility program in Memphis also required a waiting list, and a few years after its inception, its 400 participating families had moved to census tracts with a 19% minority composition (Roisman 1993).39 A recent study on housing mobility in Baltimore finds “that low income black families from public housing projects will move to more integrated neighborhoods if given
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the chance and assistance, and many will stay in these neighborhoods for years.”40 Research both on both Baltimore and Gautreaux participants indicates that the majority of families who move out of their initial placements move into neighborhoods with similar racial and wealth compositions, suggesting continuing demand over time for integrated, low poverty neighborhoods among these poor families.41

Other mobility studies, however, show a significant variation in demand by location. In the wake of Gautreaux’s success, the federal government created the Moving to Opportunity (MTO) program. MTO was designed to assess if moving low-income public housing residents to high opportunity neighborhoods could significantly impact their lives in a positive manner. Demand for MTO appears to be lower than in Gautreaux: only about 25% of eligible families from Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York applied to the program (which was nonetheless a huge number of applicants in those cities and far more than the MTO could possibly accommodate).42 Demand for the Minneapolis Public Housing Authority’s (MPHA) program was especially low—with only 6% of eligible families contacting the mobility counseling agencies to begin the process from 1996 to 2001.43 These variations in demand can be attributed to the local program’s reputation, the quality of origin neighborhoods and the strength of community ties, the level of marketing, whether the program offers counseling assistance, the difficulty of the local rental market and finding landlords, inadequate payment standards, and other structural barriers.44

While unable to quantify the exact demand for integrated housing among low income families of color, it is clear that the demand for such housing significantly exceeds the limited supply. Structural barriers to mobility also create a large discrepancy between the number of people who might want to move and those who actually can.45 Until there is a large enough supply of low-cost housing in neighborhoods of opportunity and counseling and other services to assist in the moving process, we will not be able to pinpoint the true demand for government assisted housing in low poverty, racially integrated communities.

V. The Right to Return and Residential Preferences in Public Housing Redevelopment

The HOPE VI program was created by Congress in 1992. By redeveloping severely distressed public housing, revitalizing the surrounding neighborhood, and providing opportunities to low-income families to move out, the HOPE VI program sought to deconcentrate poverty while relieving the burden poor families’ faced by living in deteriorating and unsafe public housing.

One of the most controversial issues in the implementation of the HOPE VI program has been the extent to which redeveloped public housing units are built back on the original site, and
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whether former residents are allowed to reoccupy these units. In research indicates that public housing residents’ desire to return to a reconstructed HOPE VI development varies at each specific public housing project. Overall, more than half of surveyed residents of housing targeted by HOPE VI wanted to return to their public housing communities. Those that preferred to return tended to be older, receiving disability benefits, or had lived in the housing development the longest. However, for a variety of reasons, only a small percentage of these displaced residents actually returned to their original communities.

In his testimony to the House Committee on Financial Services, Edward Goetz explains, “For many residents, the favored solution to the conditions in which they lived was to improve the community, not tear it down and force their own relocation.” Similarly, Goetz testifies that residents of certain public housing projects felt that their communities were well-functioning, and instead of being demolished and redeveloped, should have been “preserved with a more thoughtful and moderate plan of rehabilitation.”

Many displaced HOPE VI families ended up in neighborhoods not much better than their previous public housing project. Instead of relocating to “other neighborhoods of choice,” as the HOPE VI program had optimistically predicted, most displaced families moved to similarly disadvantaged or segregated communities, often in nearby neighborhoods. Residents that relocated of their own volition received the greatest benefit from the HOPE VI program. Those who had affirmatively wanted to leave cited improved housing quality or safer neighborhoods as their main reasons.

Residents who wished to return to the redeveloped public housing site faced many barriers, including the amount of time elapsed between their initial displacement and the redevelopment completion, reductions in the amount of public housing units in the new development, or new resident screening criteria introduce by private sector property managers that work at most
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redeveloped sites. The HOPE VI Panel Study: Baseline Report found that confusion, suspicion, and general mistrust of housing authorities seemed cause significant relocation challenges at all sites. Additionally, at some of the sites, residents were considerably uninformed of their housing project’s development plans. In addition to not providing opportunity or improving neighborhood conditions, forced displacement caused significant disruption, upsetting “supportive ties” while not helping to increase “leveraging ties.”

VI. Conclusion

Neighborhood racial composition preferences play an important supporting role in the persistence of racial segregation today. While African Americans, Latinos, and Asian Americans prefer higher levels of integration than whites, all racial groups have a hierarchy of preference regarding so-called “out-groups,” with whites being the most preferred out-group, followed by Asians, Hispanics, and African Americans. Whites also have the dominant role in shaping neighborhood composition. Factors that drive these preferences include: class stereotypes, spatial assimilation, ethnocentrism/self-segregation, perpetuation theory, place stratification, gentrification, and racial blind spots. As a result of these interacting factors, one’s preference does not necessarily translate to his behavior. In addition to these factors, there are other barriers that can prohibit an individual from acting out on his preferences. For example, even though there is a high demand among many low-income minority families for integrated neighborhoods, not all of these families are willing to assume the burden of moving to high opportunity communities without services to assist in relocation and a large enough supply of low-cost housing.

Finally, when addressing the problem of residential segregation in a policy context, one must remember that even though residential preferences differ by race, racial groups are not monolithic and individual preferences can vary. Similarly, the causes of racial preferences are multidimensional within communities. For these reasons, providing multiple policy options to address these differences in racial preferences can be more successful than seeking an overarching solution for an entire community.
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